
*If the Speed Sensor is built in the bike’s frame
and is not removable, then the EAB kit is not 
compatible.
If your motor works without Speed Sensor (but 
with a torque sensor only for example), no need 
for a VAE Kit. The B-Back is compatible and you 
will keep your assistance.

Rear wheel
26 to 29 Inch

Spacing between the bases
(rear hub) : 135 mm/ 5.3’’

Dutch bike MTB Road bike
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B-Back compatibility
Your bike is compatible with the B-Back

 if it meets all these requirements

 Mid drive* Front wheel 
drive*

Rear hub
motor

You will no longer 
have electric drive 

EAB kit required*

*Carbon, plastic and bamboo frames
and bamboo frames are not recommended.



Hydraulic disc Mechanical disc Drums

Keep hydraulic system 
by extending the cable 
(by your own means)

Does your bike have a derailer 
hanger?

The rear brake system has

Yes No

Single Speed Internal geared hub
e.g. Nexus/ Enviolo...

Cassette Single Speed Internal geared hub
e.g. Nexus/ Enviolo

Your bike will have 1 gear 

Change to a mechanical disc 
system (thanks to the supplied 

brake kit)

Keep the mechanical disc system
 (thanks to the supplied brake kit)

Change to a mechanical disc system 
(Thanks to the supplied brake kit)

The freewheel must be 
replaced by a 

cassette 
(by your own means) or you can install a derailer hanger (optional) and 

a cassette (by your own means)

You will no longer have internal gears 
but they can be replaced by:

- Single Speed (by your own means)
- Cassette with gears (by your own 

means)

*The freewheel body of our hub is standard Shimano HG (hyperglide) which accepts between 7 and 11 speeds. The largest sprocket shall not exceed 38 teeth.



How to know if the B-Back 
fits to the frame ?

Compatible

Not compatible

If the hub goes behind the template, then your bike is not compa-
tible.

1. In order to confirm the compatibility, please print 
the entire template on the last page of this document. 
Then, check the 100mm dimension.

2. Then place the printed template on the 
hub just like in the image below.



1. If the battery is placed like A. B. C. (cf image above): your bike is compatible
2. If your battery is on the rack, there are two options:

- The rack cannot be removed: you can install the B-Back but without the upper platform. It is therefore not compa-
tible with the B-Back Box or B-Back Animal. The battery can stay on the rack. 
- The rack can be removed: you can install the B-Back. You’ll have to take it apart and put it elsewhere. 

In any case, contact us directly

Where is the bike’s battery?

A

B

C

D

contact@addbike.fr

+33 4 78 59 98 76




